Financial Planning Process
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Introductory Meeting
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• Discuss you and your family’s Ideal Vision &
Mission Statement
• Discuss your financial priorities regarding
estate, financial independence, risk,
investment, education, and business
succession planning
• Assemble necessary financial data
• Authorization forms

4 Financial Plan Presentation

Preliminary Analysis
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• Input initial data into our wealth planning
software
• Verify and request additional data from you
and your other advisors as necessary
• SPAG to begin initial modeling and analysis
• SPAG to outline preliminary planning
objectives
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Implementation

Value Proposition
&
Data Confirmation
• Initial presentation outlining our preliminary
analysis, your planning objectives and our
value proposition
• Confirm planning objectives and data
• Agree on a formal working relationship and
sign a planning contract
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Ensure Client Satisfaction
• Follow‐up to ensure your satisfaction and
request personal introductions as appropriate

• Deliver and review our written analysis and
findings
• Discuss recommended alternatives and
prioritize the implementation schedule
• SPAG to send a follow‐up e‐mail outlining
the “Next Steps”
• Schedule follow‐up meetings and conference
calls with you and your advisors, as necessary

• Review “Next Steps” summary, per e‐mail
• Discuss specific financial products and
solutions that fit your needs, finalize your
choices and coordinate strategic options
within our “open architecture” platform
• Schedule and manage plan implementation
with your attorney and accountant
• Oversee implementation process from start
to finish
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A Consultative Approach from a Holistic Prospective
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Periodic Reviews
• Analyze, monitor and update the plan

